
The 7M mandate was co-created by Loren Cunningham of YWAM and Bill Bright of Campus

Crusade For Christ, then aggressively pushed by the NAR, most notably by apostle Lance

Wallnau (a dues-paying member of the International Coalition of Apostles.) But it was hardly

a new idea...

@mentions

[also, I hesitate to grace 7M with being a "theology"; it's more like a motivational business mantra. But doing so *does* get
to something important. First, 7M can be traced back to Dutch theologian Abraham Kuyper's cultural "spheres" idea (see:
deceptioninthechurch.com/orrel67.pdf)]

@mentions

[note: I'm *not* fully endorsing that linked author, but they do know the theological turf.] R.J. Rushdoony's 1973
"Institutes of Biblical Law" masterwork detailed how Christian dominion over all areas of society would manifest. Then
came the task of selling this within...

@mentions

...denominational Christianity. This was done in the early to mid 1980s through Jay Grimstead's Coaliton on Revival
process. Grimstead had previously paved the way for COR via his International Council in Biblical Inerrancy brought
together Protestant denominations to buy into...

@mentions

...and publicly endorse the Inerrantist position. Simply getting conservative leaders of the notoriously fractious Protestant
tradition together in a room without fighting was a big deal. COR was the next step - getting them to agree on a common
political project...

@mentions

...the main point of this was to get Premillennial Dispensationalists to engage in politics when the natural inclination of
these types was to not bother b/c the end was coming soon. Grimstead's sly approach was to point out that no one knows
exactly *when* the end will come...

@mentions

...and so why not try to implement god's kingdom on Earth before then, *insofar as it is possible to do do*? According to
one of the top COR leaders, Colonel V. Doner, COR was intellectually dominated by Rushdoony & his Christian
Recontructionists, who created detailed...

@mentions

...roadmaps for the Christian reconstruction of all spheres & areas of society. The result was COR's "17 Worldview
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Documents" that detailed what Christianizing various spheres of society (education, law, economics, etc.) would look like.
The obvious problem here is that...

@mentions

...it is hard to remember a 17 item list. Now, COR had the closet participation of top evangelicals such as Bill Bright &
Loren Cunningham, who sent representatives to COR rather than going themselves, to keep their names out of what
proved quite controversial (because COR was..

@mentions

..really about implementing some form of Christian theocracy. Bill Bright did, however, explicitly endorse COR in a 1986
book in which he called for the use of deception & front groups to fight the menace of secularism. In any case... Bright &
Cunningham were very PR savvy...

@mentions

...and so it seems hardly a coincidence that they should, in tandem (it came to them in dream from god, they claimed),
promote a stripped down version of COR's 17 documents, boiling them down to just 7. 

And Lo! There it was, the "7 Mountain Mandate".

The End.
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Not to knock Jamelle Bouie - perhaps the best of the NYT's op-ed writers - but there are several recent, superb books analyzing how
this has been done...
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One is Democracy in Chains by Nancy MacLean, about James McGill Buchanan, a famed economist who concluded democracy was a
problem b/c it would tend to lead to an over-investment in the public sector (yeah, you read that correctly); thus American
democracy would have to be curbed.

Accordingly, Buchanan figured out devious ways to make US democracy decidedly undemocratic; and the Koch Brothers financed
enacting the vision. Here's a NYT book review of Democracy in Chains: nytimes.com/2017/08/15/boo…

Read 16 tweets

Trump appointed perhaps the least objectively qualified SCOTUS judge in history, who in addition to an utter lack of professional
experience, also belongs to a cult which claims it can reanimate corpses (raise the dead) and talk directly to God.

This is from Coney Barrett's "People of Praise" website, 2008. God gives them the power that Jesus' original apostles received at
Pentecost - faith healing, raising the dead, "Prophecy" (talking to god). Jesus apostles also cast out demon spirits, so they can do that
as well.

3) Amy Coney Barrett's "People of Praise" group was at the literal epicenter of birth of the radical "Shepherding" movement that arose
in the 1970s, in which believers would place themselves under total submission to religious authority figures known as "shepherds".

Read 24 tweets
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I wrote this in 2016, and explicitly discussed the CSPOA as a potential right wing command structure for far-right local militia.
CSPOA-linked Oath Keepers head Stewart Rhodes has encouraged church-base death squads. Now add local police to the mix...

Connections between William S. Lind's ideas, and his 2014 "Victoria" novel, and our current situation now seem jarringly direct.
Consider this: Even saying "5th Generation Warfare" implies know you know something about 4GW. And that leads to Lind.

3) So there, you have it - almost exactly the sort of scenarios that play out in Lind's book "Victoria - a Novel of 4th Generation War" in
which rural militias variously wage 4GW against state & federal forces and also against (liberal) urban areas. They're preparing for it.

Read 4 tweets
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"The Gathering" is both a yearly, week long meeting of billionaire & centi-millionaire families that fund the American religious right,
and also the community which has coalesced around the yearly event. In 2012, I discovered the phenomenon & downloaded 15 years
of audio...

2)..of sessions at the yearly Gathering. The 501(c)(3) that runs The Gathering subsequently removed most of that material, as well as
the accompanying The Gathering quarterly newsletters, from its website. I have freely made that material available to interested
parties...

3) Here's the full transcription of a 2008 The Gathering session that concerned infiltrating public education, higher education and
even the nonprofit sector.Read 27 tweets
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The Internet/AI enabled panopticon is now being activated in service of the coming theocracy. This was anticipated fully a decade
and a half ago, by a major thought leader & strategist of the Christian right.

2) Please understand that - even though it seems paradoxical, Christian fundamentalists steeped in magical thinking have
nonetheless been exploiting the technological cutting edge for nearly a century. Some of the 1st Americans to exploit radio &
automobiles were missionaries...

3)..especially tongue-talking global missionaries from the newly born Pentecostal movement. From early on Silicon Valley became
riddled with would-be theocrats such as Rod D. Martin, chief legal counsel for the Paypal launch team, who would go on to work as
Mike Huckabee's...Read 15 tweets
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This network visualization map is extremely useful but also deeply flawed, b/c it wholly neglects the dimension of religious ideology.
Hours before militants stormed the Capitol Building on 1/6/2021, the "Prayer warriors" of the New Apostolic Reformation had
already encircled...

..the building. Indeed, NAR leaders had taken out the permit which allowed protestors to gather around the Capitol that day. This
conforms to a frequent pattern, in RW extremist political protest events coast to coast, in which ostensibly "nonviolent" Christian
leaders...

3)..obtain permits for political protests & then, during the protest... Here's the model:
Read 23 tweets
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